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ABSTRACT
The Juno Orbiter is measuring the three-dimensional gravity field perturbation of Jupiter induced
by its rapid rotation, zonal flows, and tidal response to its major natural satellites. This paper aims to
provide the contributions to the tesseral harmonics coefficients Cnm, Snm, and the Love numbers knm
to be expected from static tidal response in the gravity field of rotating Jupiter. For that purpose, we
apply the method of Concentric Maclaurin Ellipsoids (CMS). As we are interested in the variation of
the tidal potential with the longitudes of the moons, we take into account the simultaneous presence of
the satellites Io, Europa, and Ganymede. We assume co-planar, circular orbits with normals parallel to
Jupiter’s spin axis. The planet-centered longitude of Io in the three-moon case is arbitrarily assumed
ϕ = 0. Under these assumptions we find maximum amplitudes and fluctuations of 3.5× 10−8 ± 15%
for C22. For the Love numbers, largest variation of 10% to 20% is seen in k42 and k62, whereas
the values k2, k33, and k44 fall into narrow ranges of 0.1% uncertainty or less. In particular, we
find k2 = k2, Io(1 ± 0.02%) where k2, Io = 0.5897 is the static tidal response to lone Io. Our obtained
gravity field perturbation leads to a maximum equatorial shape deformation of up to 28 m. We suggest
that should Juno measurements of the knm deviate from those values, it may be due to dynamic or
dissipative effects on Jupiter’s tidal response. Finally, an analytic expression is provided to calculate
the tesseral harmonics contribution from static tidal response for any configuration of the satellites.
Subject headings: planets and satellites: individual: (Jupiter)
1. INTRODUCTION
Gravity field observations offer a window into plane-
tary interiors, atmospheres, and the workings of tides.
Currently, the Juno spacecraft (Bolton et al. 2017) is
taking a comprehensive 3D map of Jupiter’s gravity field.
Data from the first few perijoves (Folkner et al. 2017;
Iess et al. 2018) allowed to infer the presence of deep
zonal flows through analysis of the odd (J2n+1) gravi-
tational harmonics (Kaspi et al. 2018; Kong et al. 2018).
The even (J2n) harmonics in addition put constraints
on the deep interior density distribution of the giant
planets (Debras & Chabrier 2019; Guillot et al. 2018;
Wahl et al. 2017b; Nettelmann 2017; Miguel et al. 2016;
Hubbard & Militzer 2016; Helled et al. 2011), a prop-
erty appreciated long before the advent of spacecraft at
Jupiter (Hubbard 1974; Zharkov et al. 1973; DeMarcus
1958).
Upcoming Juno data may also yield information on
the tesseral harmonics Cnm, Snm, and the Love num-
bers knm of Jupiter’s gravity field up the fourth de-
gree (Tommei et al. 2015). Those are not only sensi-
tive to atmospheric dynamics and non-axisymmetric den-
sity anomalies, but also to tides raised by the Galilean
satellites. Tides are not only a phenomenon impor-
tant to coastal dwellers on inhabited planets; they help
shaping the orbital configuration of close-in exoplanets
(Jackson et al. 2008; Ferraz-Mello et al. 2008), can in-
flate their radius (Miller et al. 2009), and dramatically
accelerate their evaporation (Li et al. 2010). Tides thus
constitute an important astrophysical phenomenon also
for giant planets.
Using Juno data, Iess et al. (2018) provided observa-
tional estimates of Jupiter’s low-order tesseral harmonics
C21, S21, C22 and S22, suggesting these coefficients are
consistent with being zero. Moreover, they obtained the
first observational estimate of Jupiter’s Love number k22,
shortly after the first k22 measurement for a giant planet
ever had been presented, in that case from Cassini ob-
servations of Saturn (Lainey et al. 2017).
Both the Jupiter and Saturn observed k22 values,
often abbreviated k2, are consistent with predictions
from respective interior models (Wahl et al. 2016, 2017a;
Lainey et al. 2017). This is good since for a fluid planet,
the Love number k2 is known to be a measure of cen-
tral mass condensation and thus to be susceptible to the
core mass (Gavrilov & Zharkov 1977); the current agree-
ment lends confidence to our understanding of the plan-
ets’ mass distribution, which is derived primarily from
analysis of the low-order J2n.
On the other hand, theoretically predicted k2 value
ranges can be strikingly tight. For Saturn, Kramm et al.
(2011) found that if the internal mass distribution is al-
ready constrained by J2 and J4, then k2 will as well adopt
a certain value. For Jupiter, Wahl et al. (2016) quanti-
fied the relative variation in k2 to be only ∼ 0.03% if
their adiabatic interior models were allowed to differ in
J4 value by up to 2%, a range spanning what is now
104 times the current Juno 1σ observational uncertainty,
though Ni (2018) obtained a larger variation in k2 of 2%
under the assumption of polynomial density profiles but
tightly constrained J4 value. These current k2 predic-
tions from interior models are based on assumed static
tidal response.
Improved longitudinal coverage of Jupiter during the
further course of the Juno mission is expected to signifi-
cantly decrease the observational uncertainty in k2 from
its current 3σ value of 10%, down to ∼ 10−3 (Serra et al.
2016), though that estimate was based on the originally
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planned 11-day orbit and not on the actual 53-orbit.
The strong correlation between k2 and J2 seen in the
planet interior models together with an increasingly ac-
curate observational grip on k2 poses an interesting situ-
ation, as any deviation between measured and predicted
values from a static theory is then supposedly due to
dynamic effects –or due to a resilient gap in our under-
standing of Jupiter’s internal structure.
Dynamic tides on a planet can occur as a result of
planetary oscillations. Acoustic oscillations may al-
ready have been detected on Jupiter (Gaulme et al.
2011), but their driving mechanisms remain a puzzle
(Dederick & Jackiewicz 2017; Dederick et al. 2018).
In contrast to the insensitivity of Jupiter’s k2 to differ-
ent internal structure models, strong variation is seen in
dependence on the single satellite considered (Wahl et al.
2016, hereafter WHM16). This applies to some knm and
much more so to the Cnm. However, when Juno is flying
close to Jupiter, it sees a snapshot of the tides raised by
the temporal configuration of all the major satellites, not
just from a single one.
The aim of this Paper is to predict the values and
range of variation of the Love numbers knm and the cor-
responding magnitude of the tidal potential in form of
tesseral harmonics Cnm, and Snm under the assumption
of a static tidal response. Dynamic effects are beyond
the scope of the present work. In this Paper, the use
of the harmonic coefficients Cnm, Snm is different from
that adopted in planetary geodesy. Here Cnm, Snm are
quantities proportional to the instantaneous tidal poten-
tial due to a given moon. To compute the tidal field
we employ the CMS method (Hubbard 2013; Wahl et al.
2017a). Methods are presented in Section 2 and in Ap-
pendix A. As this paper aims at assessing the variation
of the response at the orbital frequencies of Io, Europa
and Ganymede, the underlying interior model used in
this work is the same for all Love number computations
and is described in Section 2.1. In Section 3.1 we con-
sider the case of lone but different Galilean satellites at
planet-fixed longitude ϕ = 0, while in Section 3.2 we let
Io’s longitude vary. In section 3.3 we compute the range
of variation due to the simultaneous presence of the three
closest satellites. Conclusions are given in Section 4.
2. METHODS
In this work we compute the tesseral (0 < m ≤ n)
harmonics Cnm and Snm (e.g.; Kozai 1961),
MJR
n
J Cnm = 2
(n−m)!
(n+m)!
∫
r′<R
d3r′ ρ r′n cosmϕ′ Pmn (µ
′) ,
(1)
MJR
n
J Snm = 2
(n−m)!
(n+m)!
∫
r′<R
d3r′ ρ r′n sinmϕ′ Pmn (µ
′)
(2)
of the planetary gravity field of rigidly rotating Jupiter
of mass MJ and equatorial radius RJ = 71, 492 km. The
integrals in Eqs. (1,2) are taken over the entire planetary
volume enclosed by the equipotential surface R(ϕ, ϑ), ρ
denotes mass density, Pmn are the associated Legendre
polynomials, and µ = cosϑ. By definition, the static
fluid Love numbers knm are the linear response coef-
ficients of the components Vnm of the distorted plan-
etary gravity field V in response to the components
Wnm of the tide-raising gravitational potential W , thus
Vnm = knmWnm. Expressions for the components Vnm
and Wnm are derived in Appendix A.
We assume that the satellites Si, i = 1, 2 . . . , Nsat are
located in the planetary equatorial plane (µ = µSi = 0).
The influence of any deviation from this symmetric case
on the tidal field is supposedly small, due to the small or-
bital inclinations of the satellites of less than 0.5◦ (Peale
1999). Non-zero inclinations would lead to non-zero val-
ues of harmonics such as C21 that otherwise must vanish
if northern and southern hemispheres were fully symmet-
ric and the rotation axis aligned with the principal axis
of inertia. Since the satellites act as independent point
sources on the planet, the tide-raising potential can be
written as linear superposition of the single-satellite con-
tributions,
W (~r) =
Nsat∑
i=1
GMSi/|~r − ~rSi |, (3)
whereMSi and rSi are the satellite’s mass and orbital dis-
tance measured from the center of the planet at ~r = 0.
We also assume that planetary tidal response happens
instantaneously. Dynamic and non-linear effects are ne-
glected. For multiple satellites {Si} we find
knm = −
3
2
(n+m)!
(n−m)!
[
Cnm
∑
cnmi + Snm
∑
snmi
(
∑
cnmi)2 + (
∑
snmi)2
]
(4)
where
∑
cnmi :=
Nsat∑
i=1
qSi
(Req
rSi
)n−2
Pmn (µSi) cosmϕSi ,
∑
snmi :=
Nsat∑
i=1
qSi
(Req
rSi
)n−2
Pmn (µSi) sinmϕSi ,
and qSi = −3(MSi/Mp)(Req/rSi)
3 denotes the tidal forc-
ing of satellite Si and ϕSi its orbital longitude with
respect to a planet-centered reference frame corotating
with Jupiter. Since we neglect dynamic effects and dis-
sipation, Eq. (4) reduces to (see Appendix A.4)
knm = −
3
2
(n+m)!
(n−m)!
[
Cnm∑
cnmi
]
, (5)
which agrees with Equation (41) in Wahl et al. (2017a)
for a single moon (NSat = 1). To numerically com-
pute the Cnm and Snm in a selfconsistent manner with
the tri-axial shape of the rotationally and tidally de-
formed planet we apply the CMS method described in
Wahl et al. (2017a) with two simplifications. First, we
compute integrals over colatitude ϑ and the azimuthal
angle ϕ using Legendre-Gauss Quadrature in both cases
instead of recasting integrals over ϕ to Gauss-Chebychev
integration. Second, we do not apply the correction to
the shape due to the center of mass shift, leading to non-
zero C11 values ∼ 10
−12, whereas C11 should be zero if
the barycenter is the origin of the reference frame. As
this inherent inaccuracy might affect other moments as
well, we only display moments for which Cnm ≫ 10
−12,
except for n = m = 4.
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2.1. Jupiter model
For the interior density distribution ρ(r) we take the
2D model J17-3b of Nettelmann (2017) as an initial
guess. This is a model for Jupiter rotating rigidly
at a rate corresponding to a rotational forcing qrot =
0.089195486. That model gives a reasonable match to
the low-order gravitational harmonics measured by Juno
(Iess et al. 2018). The deviations amount to 20×, 30×,
and 4× the observational 1σ error bars in J2, J4, J6,
respectively; however, their relative deviations are only
6 × 10−6, 7 × 10−5, and 5 × 10−3. These discrepancies
are irrelevant to the further analysis carried out in this
paper. For the computations in 3D that include the tidal
distortion, we here use a smaller number of radial grid
points, NCMS = 256 instead of 1000. This yields an up to
10 times stronger deviation from the observed low-order
J2n values.
Obtaining converged gravitational harmonics Jn in the
2D case (rotation only) requires about 40 iterations be-
tween the potential and the shape. Starting with the
given 2D density distribution we do this in 3D and ob-
tain the Love numbers knm converged within 10
−6. The
3D calculations of this work use NPOL = 22 latitudinal
grid points, NAZ = 24 azimuthal grid points, and extend
the order of expansion to 2n ≤ 20 and m ≤ 81.
As an upper bound estimate for the uncertainties in the
tesseral harmonics, we compare in Table 1 our result for
the Jupiter-Io system to the result of WHM16 for their
preferred Jupiter model, which matches J2 precisely but
is off in J4 by a rather large amount of 0.17%. The dif-
ferences are generally small; they are 0.03% in k2, 0.19%
in k33, 0.11% in k42, 0.08% in k44, and 0.1% in k62; only
for k31 we obtain a significant 8% deviation. However,
for the NCMS = 1 test case, which reproduces the exact
analytic result knm = 3/2(n − 1) in the limit of van-
ishing qrot and qtid, we obtain k31(qrot), after a shallow
minimum at qrot ∼ 0.01, to be a rising function of qrot,
while Wahl et al. (2017a) obtain k31 to be a decreasing
function of qrot –unlike the other knm. Therefore, we at-
tribute the difference in k31 for the Jupiter-Io system to
whatever is the reason for the different behavior in the
constant-density case, but not to matching the low-order
J2n of Jupiter not precisely. Based on the above compar-
ison we conservatively estimate the accuracy of our knm,
and of the underlying Cnm and Snm calculations, to be
within 0.2% for our Jupiter models using NCMS = 256.
2.2. Polytrope model
The non-rotating polytrope of index n = 1 offers the
possibility to estimate the accuracy of the numerical com-
putation since its static k2 value is analytically known;
it is k2 = 15/π
2 − 1. Our results differ from that value
by 0.8%, 0.23%, 0.07%, 0.02%, 0.006% for NCMS = 64,
128, 256, 512, and 1024 respectively, while Wahl et al.
(2017a) achieve 0.008% deviation for only 128 CMS lay-
ers.
1 For this choice of numbers we find relative convergence in
J2n=10 within 10−5 under small variation in NPOL; the conver-
gence of the knm was tested against the analytic result kn =
3/2(n − 1) for a weakly rotating (qrot ≪ 1) homogeneous (N = 1)
body, obtaining 10−5 variation for n < 5 and 10−4 for n < 8.
Larger number of grid points would be required for accurate com-
putation of higher degrees 2n > 10 and orders m > 8.
The difference between the latter and this work may
partially be due to different spheroid partitionings; espe-
cially the size of the outermost layer has been shown to
affect the accuracy of the resulting gravitational harmon-
ics (Debras & Chabrier 2018). Here we use a spacing
similar to the one of the Jupiter models in Nettelmann
(2017), which decreases toward center and surface and
has a size ratio of 1/3 between the first and the second
layer.
2.3. Tidal forcings
The relative contributions of Europa, Ganymede, and
Callisto to the maximum amplitude of the tide-raising
potential W depend on their tidal q-ratio with respect
to that of satellite Io. These ratios are 0.133, 0.101,
and 0.013, with qIo=−6.872 10
−7, qEur=−0.917 10
−7,
qGan=−0.698 10
−7, and qCal=−0.093 10
−7 using online
data2. For comparison, qtid=−1.687 10
−7 for the Earth-
Moon system, and qtid=−0.775 10
−7 for the Earth-Sun
system.
3. RESULTS
3.1. Single Galilean satellites at Jupiter
In this Section we investigate the resulting knm and
Cnm values for the different tidal forcings from single
Galilean satellites. As in WHM16 each satellite is placed
at ϕSi = 0 and µSi = 0 one after another while the
contributions from other satellites are ignored. Results
are presented in Table 1.
Due to the assumed symmetry between northern and
southern hemisphere in this case, all coefficients knm,
Cnm, and Snm are zero unless n −m = 2i,i = 0, 1, etc.;
all Snm are zero because of the assumed zero phase lag
and alignment of the tidal bulge with the planet–satellite
connecting axis. In the real system, finite values of these
coefficients can still occur because of non-zero satellite or-
bital inclinations or, in particular for the low-degree har-
monics C21 and S21, because of rotation-axis and inertia-
axis misalignment, a phenomenon well-studied on Earth
(e.g. Tamisiea et al. 2002).
In agreement with WHM16 we find that k2 emerges as
the most insensitive parameter, although the variation
due to different single satellites is non-zero; it amounts
to 0.0007, or 0.12% and is thus one order of magnitude
larger than the variation in k2 of 0.01% for the different
interior models of same J4 value by WHM16. In contrast,
the variation in k42, k51, and k62 can be a factor of ∼ 10
to ∼ 100 larger. The difference in the Cnm is generally
larger because of the scaling with the different qtid val-
ues. Callisto’s induced Cnm values are about one order of
magnitude smaller than those of Europa and Ganymede,
which is consistent with its lower tidal q value. Notably,
our k44 value for Io agrees well with that of WHM16
although C44 ∼ C11 ∼ 10
−12 in our calculations rather
than C11 = 0.
3.2. Single Io at different longitudes
In Section 3.1 we assumed the satellites to be at orbital
longitude ϕSi = 0 of the planet-fixed reference frame.
However, this is not necessarily the case when the Juno
measurements are taken. In Figure 1 we plot the C22
2
https://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/factsheet/joviansatfact.html
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TABLE 1
Static response of Jupiter to single satellites
Io Io-W16a Europa Ganym. Callisto
k2 0.58970 0.58985 0.58934 0.58921 0.58915
k31 0.24168 0.19118 0.24154 0.24143 0.24148
k33 0.23944 0.23989 0.23928 0.23920 0.23883
k42 1.75678 1.75874 4.28117 10.7244 32.9489
k44 0.13529 0.13537 0.13403 0.12854 –
k51 1.09441 0.95088 2.67351 6.70277 20.5324
k53 0.82177 0.82162 1.96567 4.85501 0.49505
k62 5.99597 5.98975 35.9649 226.794 2135.49
C22 3.3777 -08 – 4.5041 -09 3.4261 -09 4.5710 -10
C31 2.3463 -09 – 1.9665 -10 9.3764 -11 7.1145 -12
C33 −3.8745 -10 – −3.2468 -11 −1.5483 -11 −1.1727 -12
C42 −4.8179 -10 – −6.1885 -11 −4.6364 -11 −6.1437 -12
C44 4.6380 -12 – 2.4219 -13 6.9463 -14 –
C51 −1.5261 -10 – −1.2351 -11 −5.8063 -12 −4.3614 -13
Note. — All Snm are zero because the satellites are placed at orbital
longitude zero in the planet-fixed reference frame.
a Label Io-W16 denotes the results by Wahl et al. (2016) for their Jupiter
model DFT-MD 7.15 (J4).
and S22 values of lone Io when it is assumed to by at any
longitude between 0 and π.
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Fig. 1.— Tesseral harmonics C22 and S22 of Jupiter due to as-
sumed static tidal response to lone Io at different orbital longitudes
in the planet-fixed reference frame (left panel) and observed values
(right panel). The vertical uncertainty bars in the left panel are
the fluctuations described in Section 3.3. The black dashed curve
shows the analytic result for C22(ϕIo).
Placing Io at planet-centered longitude ϕ = 0 (Section
3.1) or π leads to the maximum possible value of C22
from Io’s static tide. In contrast, the computed knm are
independent of the position of a single moon. Compari-
son with the measured values (Iess et al. 2018) suggests
that those measurements were taken at intermediate lon-
gitudes.
This maximum value of C22 can still fluctuate due to
the different orbital locations of the other moons when-
ever Io crosses Jupiter’s meridian. These fluctuation in
C22 and S22 are indicated by the vertical uncertainty bars
in Figure 1. They will be addressed in Section 3.3.
The general shape of the curves C22(ϕIo) and S22(ϕIo)
suggests that C22(ϕIo) = C22(0) × cos(2ϕIo) and
S22(ϕIo) = C22(0) × sin(2ϕIo). The Snm do not con-
tain additional information because we request to have
no dissipiation in the system, thus they can be expressed
through the Cnm.
3.3. Three satellites at Jupiter
In this Section we investigate the range of variation in
the Cnm, Snm, and knm due to Jupiter’s static tidal re-
sponse to the three simultaneously present satellites Io
(at ϕIo = 0), Europa, and Ganymede. Callisto is ne-
glected due to its minor tidal influence on Jupiter. How-
ever, Europa and Ganymede cannot be anywhere when
Io is at ϕ = 0◦; their orbital longitudes are related to
each other and to Io through the 4:2:1 Laplace resonance.
We idealize the Laplace resonance configurations of the
three inner satellites by assuming perfect mean motion
resonance, where the orbital mean motions would behave
as nIo : nEur : nGan = 4:2:1, and the satellites are on
perfect circular orbits, so that Ωi = ni.
In the real system, the eccentricities are, partially due
to perturbation by Callisto and partially due to the Ke-
plerian orbits, maintained at small but non-zero value
of eGan = 0.001 < eIo < eEur = 0.01 (Peale 1999) so
that Ωi unequal ni. Still, the two-body 2:1 mean motion
resonances of Io and Europa and Europa and Ganymede
hold approximately and the three-body mean motion res-
onance is well satisfied (Sinclair 1975). Technically, we
consider one orbit of Ganymede and parametrize it by
the variable φGan. Note that φGan does not refer to any
reference system. It it just used to conveniently calculate
the possible relative orbital distances of the three satel-
lites. For example, φGan = π/4 implies that Ganymede
lags behind Io, which then has φIo = π + 4 × π/4,
by ∆φ = 2π − π/4 = 315◦ and thus would be at
planet-centered longitude ϕ = 45◦, while Europa has
φEu = 2×π/4 and thus lags behind Io by ∆φ = 2π−π/2
and thus would be at planet-fixed longitude ϕ = 90◦.
Figure 2 shows a selection of the resulting tesseral har-
monics and Love numbers. We find the amplitude of the
variation in k2 due to the different positions of the inner
three moons to be 0.0001, or 0.017%. This is a factor of
seven smaller than in the artificial single satellites setup
of Section 3.1, but a factor of 1.7 larger than the variation
due to different Jupiter models of same J2 and J4 value
according to WHM16. Since we find k2 = 0.5896–0.5898
and k2, Io = 0.5897 (Table 1), we conclude that Jupiter’s
static k2 value is k2 = k2, Io(1 ± 0.02%). We also obtain
k33 = k33, Io(1± 0.01%).
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Fig. 2.— Tesseral harmonics of Jupiter and their fluctuation due to different orbital positions of Europa and Ganymede as labeled by the
support coordinate φGan (see text for explanation), while Io resides at orbital longitude ϕ = 0 in the planet-fixed reference frame. Vertical
bars in the upper row of panels mark the configurations for which we present the shape deformation in Fig. 3. Overplotted black dashed
curves in some of the panels show the analytic expressions using Eqs. (4)–(7).
Particularly large variations are seen in k42 and k62,
though the variation is a factor of several lower compared
to the single satellite contributions of Section 3.1. We
find k42 = k42, Io(1±10%) and and k62 = k62, Io(1±20%).
In contrast, the Cnm values generally show large vari-
ations in dependence on the satellite positions of ±20%
(C42), ±15% (C22, C62), and ±10% (C31, C33), while the
Snm can be raised to non-zero values. These results lead
us to conclude that taking into account the actual orbital
positions of Io, Europa, and Ganymede is important for
an observational determination of the static contribution
to Jupiter’s tidal field below the 10% accuracy level since
naturally, the gravity field fluctuates in the presence of
the natural satellites.
The behavior of the knm, Cnm, and Snm displayed in
Figure 2 is described by the analytic expression (4) or,
equivalently (5) with
Cnm=
Nsat∑
i=1
C(Si)nm (0)× cos(mϕSi) (6)
Snm=
Nsat∑
i=1
C(Si)nm (0)× sin(mϕSi) . (7)
Note that the only input parameters are the C
(Si)
nm (0) of
each lone satellite at ϕSi = 0 and their actual longitudes
ϕSi . The Snm can be derived from the Cnm according to
Eq. (7) if alignement of the tidal bulges toward the satel-
lites is assumed. These relations can be used to predict
the static tidal field contributions to the tesseral har-
monics and Love numbers for any orbital configuration
of multiple satellites, for instance those occuring at the
times of the Juno measurements; angles ϕSi refer to the
planet-fixed coordinate system. Comparison to the nu-
merical results of Figure 2 shows good agreement except
for k33 and k44. The fluctuation in these coefficients is
small and may be at the limit of our numerical resolution
in the multiple-satellites simulation.
3.4. Equatorial Shape deformation
In Figure 3 we plot Jupiter’s equatorial shape Req(ϕ)
for four of the satellite positions for which the defor-
mation is largest. Those are the configurations G180
(φGan = 180
◦), where C22 is at maximum, G198 (φGan =
198◦), where S22 is at minimum, G216 (φGan = 216
◦),
where k2 is at maximum, and G342 (φGan = 342
◦), where
S22 is at maximum. As in Section 3.3 Jupiter’s longitude
ϕ = 0 is chosen to point to the direction of Io (zenith),
and west is defined to be at ϕ = 90◦.
With a mean equatorial radius of R¯eq ≈ RJ , the shape
deformation Req− R¯eq in the equatorial plane reaches an
amplitude of up to 4×10−7×7.1492×107m ≈ 28 m. One
may argue that this computed tidal deformation refers to
a center of mass of Jupiter fixed in space and thus over-
estimate the true deformation. However, for the G180
configuration the center of mass shift would only occur
along the large axis. As the change in equilibrium shape
along the short axis (ϕ = 90◦, 270◦) is of similar magni-
tude, we conclude that our results for the shape deforma-
tion are robust against the neglected center of mass shift.
Figure 3 furthermore illustrates that when the satellites
are mis-aligned, the Snm are raised and a small east-
west asymmetry of the order 10−8 RJ (G216, G342) to
10−7 RJ (G198) can occur. The maximum zenith-nadir
equilibrium asymmetry is a little larger due to the pre-
dominant influence of Io at ϕ = 0, and may reach up to
2× 10−7 ×RJ = 14 m.
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Fig. 3.— Jupiter’s shape Req(ϕ) for four of the configurations of the three satellites Io, Europa, and Ganymede for which the signature
in Jupiter’s gravity field is largest; G180 (black): φGan−φIo = 0, φEur−φIo = 180
◦, G198 (green): φGan−φIo = 306
◦, φEur−φIo = 144
◦,
G216 (cyan): φGan − φIo = 252
◦, φEur − φIo = 108
◦, G342 (blue): φGan − φIo = 234
◦, φEur − φIo = 216
◦. Jupiter’s longitude ϕ = 0
is chosen to be the direction of Io (zenith). Left: radius deviation with respect to mean equatorial radius with deviation exaggerated by
a factor of 107; middle: same as left panel but plotted in polar coordinates and deviation is scaled by a factor of 2 × 105; bottom right:
relative radius difference between western (ϕ = 90◦) and eastern hemisphere; top right: zenith (ϕ = 0◦) and nadir directions, difference is
scaled by a factor of 107. The static tidal distortion is of the order of 1–10 m.
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have calculated the 3D gravity field of rotationally
and tidally distorted Jupiter using the CMS method of
Hubbard (2013) and Wahl et al. (2017a) and the inter-
nal density distribution of the interior model J17-3b of
Nettelmann (2017). We presented Love number knm and
tesseral harmonics Cnm, Snm values for three setups of
the Galilean satellites: single satellites at ϕ = 0 (Section
3.1, Table 1), Io alone at different longitudes ϕ (Section
3.2, Figure 2), or Io-Europa-Ganymede in 4:2:1 mean
motion resonance (Section 3.3, Figure 3). We provided
an analytic formula to calculate these coefficients for any
orbital configuration (Eqs. 4, 6, 7).
Assuming single satellites, we confirm the finding of
WHM16 that the static tidal response of a fluid planet is
not solely determined by the internal mass distribution,
but is similarly or even more sensitive to the tide-raising
perturber’s mass and orbital parameters.
For the three-satellites case and n=m=2 or 3 we obtain
knm = knm, Io(1 ± 0.02%). Particularly large fluctuation
of respectively 10% and 20% is seen in k42 and k62. Al-
though these values refer an assumed orbital longitude
of Io ϕIo = 0, they apply to any orbital longitude of Io,
since the love numbers depend on the relative positions
of the satellites but not on their absolute ones in space
(Section 3.2).
Jupiter’s equilibrium shape deformation in the equato-
rial plane (Section 3.4, Figure 3) can amount up to 28 m
with respect to an equatorial mean radius. Wherever
we would draw a dividing line, opposite hemispheres are
always found to be asymmetric. The only exception to
that is the imposed north/south symmetry in our model.
Our results lead us to conclude that taking into ac-
count the actual orbital positions of Io, Europa, and
Ganymede is important for an observational determina-
tion of Jupiter’s tesseral harmonics due to tides below
a 10% accuracy level. Even if the tesseral harmonics
contribution from static tides might be too weak to be
disentangled from the Juno gravity data, their consid-
eration may help to reduce the uncertainty in the de-
termination of other sources of longitudinal gravity field
variations such as deep zonal flows (Galanti et al. 2017)
or the Great Red Spot (Parisi et al. 2016).
In this work we the neglected dynamic effects or
non-equilibrium tidal response of Jupiter. Methodi-
cally, this is a considerable simplification. On the other
hand, Lainey et al. (2017), based on the method of
Remus et al. (2012), computed Saturn’s k2 value from
the real part of the complex tidal Love number kc2 that
does take into account tidal dissipation, for which there
is observational evidence from the orbital evolution of
the Saturnian satellites. They found that corresponding
k2 values can hardly be distinguished from the static,
fluid response value. Further Juno measurements may
illuminate us whether or not static tidal response is a
valid assumption for estimating the shape and gravity
field deformation of a gaseous planet like Jupiter.
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1 of the German Science Foundation. NN thanks Daniele
Durante and Virginia Notaro and for an inspiring discus-
sion, Ronald Redmer for continuously helpful advice and
support, Ludwig Scheibe for fruitful feedback, and the
referee for constructive comments.
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APPENDIX
POTENTIAL FIELD DECOMPOSITION
The total potential U of a rotationally and tidally perturbed fluid planet can be written U = V +Q+W , where V
is the gravitational, Q the centrifugal, and W the tide-raising potential. In the following we describe how we obtain
the components Vnm and Wnm for computation of the Love numbers knm.
Tide-raising potential W : single perturber
For a single external perturber of mass MS and orbital distance rS , such as the parent star or a satellite, W in a
planet-centered spherical coordinate system ~r = (r, ϕ, µ = cos θ) is given by W (~r) = GMS/|~r − ~rS |. Using
1
|~r ′ − ~r|
=
1
r
×
∞∑
n=0
(
r′
r
)k
Pn(cosψ) (A1)
with k = n for the external field (r > r′), k = −(n + 1) for the internal field (r < r′), cosψ = ~r ′ · ~r/r′r, and
(Zharkov & Trubitsyn 1978)
Pn(cosψ) = Pn(cos θ)Pn(cos θ
′) + 2
n∑
m=1
(n−m)!
(n+m)!
[
(cosmϕ cosmϕ′ + sinmϕ sinmϕ′)Pmn (cos θ)P
m
n (cos θ
′)
]
,
where the Pn (P
m
n ) are the (associated) Legendre polynomials, the multipole expansion of W reads
W (r, ϕ, µ) =
GMS
rS
∞∑
n=0
(
r
rS
)n [
Pn(µ)Pn(µS) + 2
n∑
m=1
(n−m)!
(n+m)!
cosm(ϕ− ϕS) P
m
n (µ)P
m
n (µS)
]
. (A2)
With cosm(ϕ− ϕS) = ℜ{exp
im(ϕ−ϕS)}, Eq. A2 can be written as
W =
∞∑
n=0
WnPn(µ) + ℜ
∞∑
n=0
n∑
m=1
Wnm exp
imϕ Pmn (µ) (A3)
with
Wn=−γS (r/rS)
n Pn(µS) , (A4)
Wnm=−2γS
( r
rS
)n (n−m)!
(n+m)!
exp−imϕS Pmn (µS) , (A5)
and γS := (1/3) (GMp/Req) qtid (rS/Req)
2.
W of multiple perturbers
For a number Nsat of different tidal perturbers in the planetary equatorial plane we may assume the total tide-
raising potential W be given by liner superposition, W (~r) =
∑Nsat
i=1 (GMSi)/|~r − ~rSi |. Each satellite induces its own
tidal forcing qSi = −3(MSi/Mp) (Req/rSi)
3. Equivalently to Eqs. (A4,A5) we may write
W =
∞∑
n=0
Nsat∑
i=1
Wn,i Pn(µ) + ℜ
∞∑
n=0
n∑
m=1
Nsat∑
i=1
Wnm, i exp
imϕ Pmn (µ) (A6)
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with
Wn, i=−γSi (r/rSi)
n Pn(µSi) , (A7)
Wnm, i=−2γSi
( r
rSi
)n (n−m)!
(n+m)!
exp−imϕSi Pmn (µSi), (A8)
and γSi := (1/3) (GMp/Req) qSi (rSi/Req)
2.
Planetary gravitational field V
The rotationally and tidally perturbed gravity field of a planet, V (~r) = (G/r)
∫
d3r′ρ(~r ′)/|~r ′−~r|, can be decomposed
as V (r) = V ext0 + V
int
0 + V
ext
rot + V
int
rot + V
ext
tid + V
int
tid . Notation (ext/int) refers to the contribution from mass elements
interior (r′ < r) or exterior (r′ > r) to the sphere through ~r. Its multipole expansion can be written as
V (r, ϕ, ϑ)=
GMp
r
+
G
r
(
∞∑
n=1
[ ∫
r>r′
d3r′ ρ(~r ′)
(r′
r
)n
Pn(µ
′) Pn(µ) +
∫
r<r′
d3r′ ρ(~r ′)
(r′
r
)
−(n+1)
Pn(µ
′) Pn(µ)
+ 2
n∑
m=1
(n−m)!
(n+m)!
∫
r>r′
d3r′ ρ(~r ′)
(r′
r
)n
cosm(ϕ′ − ϕ) Pmn (µ
′) Pmn (µ)
+ 2
n∑
m=1
(n−m)!
(n+m)!
∫
r<r′
d3r′ ρ(~r ′)
(r′
r
)
−(n+1)
cosm(ϕ′ − ϕ) Pmn (µ
′) Pmn (µ)
] )
. (A9)
With the help of the abbreviations
Cnm, r=
1
Mprn
2
(n−m)!
(n+m)!
∫
r>r′
d3r′ ρ(~r ′) r′n cosmϕ′ Pmn (µ
′) ,
C
′
nm, r=
rn+1
Mp
2
(n−m)!
(n+m)!
∫
r<r′
d3r′ ρ(~r ′)
cosmϕ′
r′(n+1)
Pmn (µ
′) ,
Snm, r=
1
Mprn
2
(n−m)!
(n+m)!
∫
r>r′
d3r′ ρ(~r ′) r′n sinmϕ′ Pmn (µ
′) ,
S
′
nm, r=
rn+1
Mp
2
(n−m)!
(n+m)!
∫
r<r′
d3r′ ρ(~r ′)
sinmϕ′
r′(n+1)
Pmn (µ
′) ,
(A10)
and Cnm cosmϕ = ℜCnm exp
imϕ, Snm sinmϕ = ℜ{−iSnmexp
imϕ}, Eq. (A9) can be written
V (r, ϕ, µ) =
GMp
r
+
∞∑
n=1
(V extn + V
int
n ) Pn(µ) + ℜ
∞∑
n=1
n∑
m=1
(V extnm + V
int
nm ) exp
imϕ Pmn (µ) (A11)
with V extnm = (GMp/r) (Cnm, r − i Snm, r), V
int
nm = (GMp/r) (C
′
nm, r − i S
′
nm, r) . In Equation (A11), the first term
equals the total gravitational potential of the unperturbed planet V ext0 +V
int
0 , the second term describes the rotational
potential Vrot, and the third term can be identified as the tidal perturbation Vtid.
Love numbers knm
We assume real-valued and linear tidal response coefficients knm. They are obtained by from the definition Vnm =
knm Wnm evaluated on the surface of the planet r = R(ϕ, µ). There, the V
int
nm vanish and we denote Vnm = V
ext
nm (R).
For a point on the equator we have R = Req and thus
GMp
Req
(Cnm − i Snm) = −knm
2
3
GMp
Req
(
Nsat∑
i=1
qSi ×
( rSi
Req
)2(Req
rSi
)n (n−m)!
(n+m)!
exp−imϕSi Pmn (µSi)
)
(A12)
The static and immediate tidal response in phase with the tidal forcing is associated with the real part of the Love
numbers knm,
ℜe knm = −
3
2
(n+m)!
(n−m)!
ℜe


Cnm − i Snm∑Nsat
i=1 qSi
(
Req
rSi
)n−2
Pmn (µSi) exp
−imϕSi

 , (A13)
which we may abbreviate as knm = Anm/Bnm, while all other effects including dynamics, dissipation, and out-of-phase
response is associated with the imaginary part of the knm (Ogilvie 2014). Equation (A13) directly yields Eq. (4). Here
we request ℑm knm = 0, in which case ℜeknm = ℜeAnm/ℜeBnm and thus we obtain Eq. (5).
